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Abstract

We report on the experimental results by the MARK-J collaboration at PETRA on measure
ments of R, on tests of quantum electrodynamics and charged lepton universality and the
discovery of three jet events due to gluon emission.

The MARK-J detector is shown in Figs. 1,

2, 3 and 4. It is a detector designed to

measure and distinguish hadrons, electrons,

neutral particles, and muons. It covers a

solid angle of ¢ = 2TI and e = gO to 171 0 (8 is

the polar and ¢ is the azimuthal angle). The

detector is symmetrical in both ¢ and e
directions. The physics objectives of this

detector are:

(1) to measure the interference effects

between weak and electromagnetic interactions

by studying the charge asymmetry in the

reaction e+e-~~+~- with an accuracy of 1%,

(2) to measure the total hadron

production cross section,

(3) to study various quantum electro

dynamic processes,

(4) to measure ~e and ~ hadron events and
to study asymmetries associated with these

events which can come from weak interaction

effects, and

(5) to search for new quarks and heavy

leptons.

As shown in Fig. 1, the particles leaving

the interaction region pass through a ring of

32 lucite Cerenkov counters, L. These

counters are used to distinguish charged

particles from neutrals and are insensitive

to synchrotron radiation and they cover a

range of e = gO to 171 0 • The twenty

A counters have one phototube at each end,

are constructed from three radiation lengths

of lead sandwiched wit:h 5 rom of scintillators,

and cover an angular region of e = 120 to

1680
. The 24 B counters are constructed

identically to the A counters and cover an

angular region of e = 160 to 1640
• The

counters A and B enable us to locate shower

maxima in various e and ¢ directions.

Surrounding these are sixteen C shower

counters consisting of twelve layers (twelve

radiation lengths) of lead-scintillator

sandwich also with one tube at each end. The

drift chambers Sand T have twelve planes and

U and V have ten planes. They are used to

sample hadron showers and measure the original

muon tracks with a spatial resolution
:: 400 ~m1) ,2). The hadron calorimeter K

consists of 192 counters sandwiched with

magnetized iron to measure hadron showers. The

magnetic field in the iron is toroidal and its

value is 17 kG. Finally, in the outermost

layer, we have the P and R drift chambers

which are used to measure muon exit angles and

thus momenta. These chambers have ten to

sixteen planes each. The Q drift chambers

adjacent to the D count:ers have two planes.

They measure the muon tracks in the bending
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plane. The 32 D and 16 E hodoscopes have

dimensions of 30cm x 450cm x 1cm and aOcm x

450cm x 1cm, respectively, and are used to

trigger on single and multiple muon events

and to reject cosmic rays and beam spray.

Fig. 3 is a photograph of the MARK-J detector

in its final position in the beam. The study

of weak-electromagnetic interference involves

a very sensitive measurement of asymmetries.

In order to nullify any effects due to

inherent asymmetries of the detector in the

~ and e directions, the supporting structure

was made so that the detector can rotate ±900

in $ and 1800 in e. Fig. 4 shows the detector

in a rotated position in one of the stages of

assembly. The total weight of the detector

is about 500 tons and by survey measurements

it was found that the axis of the ~ rotation

is reproducible to 200 microns.

One quarter of the complete assembly was

tested and calibrated at a muon, electron and

pion beam at CERN. The gain of all the

counters was adjusted according to the test

results.

The luminosity monitor consists of two

arrays of twenty eight lead glass counters3)

each with diemensions of 8cm x 8cm x 70 cm

located 5.8 meters from the interaction point.

They are designed to measure the e+e-~e+e-

reaction at small angles. Scintillators in

front of the lead glass define the acceptance

and the lead glass counters measure the angle

and energy of the electron pairs. In addition,

the luminosity was also monitored with the

L, A, B, C hodoscopes which measure the

forward angle Bhabha scattering (e=120 to 260
).

A very loose trigger was used which collects
candidates for electron pairs, single-muon
events, muon pairs, and hadron events. For

electron pairs we require that opposite

quadrants of A and B counters be in coincid

ence and that each quadrant has a minimum

energy of 0.5 GeV. For single-muon events

we require at least two A counters, two B

counters, and one D counter to be triggered.

For muon pairs we require at least two A

counters in coincidence with a pair of

opposite-quadrant D counters. For hadrons
we require at least four A counters and three

B counters, and each triggered quadrant A, B,
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C to be in coincidence with the opposite

quadrant.

Most of the cosmic ray and accidental

events were rejected by requiring the event

trigger to be within 15 nsec of the beam

bunch signal. The trigger rate is typically

5 per second. A microprocessor is used to

require that the Sand T chambers have at

least three counts for hadron triggers. This

reduces the tape writing rate by a factor of

3.

The total energy of each interaction and

the direction of a particle or group of

particles was computed from the time and

pulse height information of the shower

counters and calorimeter counters. From the

difference in time between the two phototubes

of each shower counter and from the ratio of

their pulse heights, we obtain two measure

ments of the position along the beam direction

at which the particle struck the counter. The

algorithms used were developed from analysis

of test beam data which was accumulated for

incident electrons and pions between 0.5 and

10 GeV. The azimuthal position was determined

by the finely segmented shower. counters. This

method enables us to determine the e and ~

angles with an error of less than 50 for e

or y and less than 150 for hadrons.

TOests 0°£ Quantum Elecotorodynamics and of
Universaolity for Charged Leptons

There have been many experiments testing

quantum-electrodynamics with electrons and

muons at electron-positron storage rings. The

most notable experiments were done by Alles

Borelli et al. 4
), Newman et al. S), Augustin

et al. G), O'Neill et al.?), and by our group
8)at PETRA up to a center of mass energy of

17 GeV. For a good review of QED work see
Brodsky and Dre119 ). Much has been learned

about the properties of the heavy lepton T

since the original search began at ADONE on
+ - , 0) ,34) Th d . fe + e ~ ue + ••• • e lscovery 0

the T lepton at SLAC11 ) and its subsequent

confirmation at DESy12) has inspired further

studies. We know it is a spin 1/2 particle
which decays weakly'3) and whose properties

are very similar to the muon.

In this experiment we study the reactions



e+ + e- ~ ~+ + ~ (~= e, U, T) by simultan

eously measuring their energy or angle

dependence at various PETRA energies. These

measurements enable us to compare the data

with predictions of quantum electrodynamics,

to test the universality of these leptons at

very small distances, and to set a limit on

the charged radius of these particles. Up to

the present time, these reactions viz:

+ + e + (Bhabha scattering)e -+ e + e (1 )
+ +e + e -+ l.l + l.l (2)

r (h or e) + v's
+e + e -+ T + T (3)

L l.l + v's

have been measured simultaneously at the

center of mass energies IS = 13, 17, 27.4,

and 30 and 31.6 GeV.

on graphic displays '~Jhich showed the distribu

tion of counter hits. On the basis of a Monte

Carlo study of hadron events, we conclude that

the background from this source is less than

1% of these events.
+ - +-The acceptance for e e -+ e e was

computed using a Mon'te Carlo technique and is

defined by the geometry of the first shower

counter A. Both energy and acceptance losses

in the corners were found to be small.

The first-order QED photon propagator
-1 + - +-produces an s dependence in the e e -+ e e

cross section. The quantity s d~~S8 vs cos8
is independent of s. The distribution is

plotted for the data at IS = 13, 17, and

27.4 GeV in Fig.G. Excellent agreement with

QED predictions is seen. To express this

agreement analytically, we compare our data

with the QED cross section in the following

form (since charge is not distinguished here):

where
- 2 2 2

F s 1+ q /(q -A s ±)

is the form factor of the spacelike photon,

'2 '''' 21+ /( ~'-A )q q s±'F'
s

is the form factor of the timelike photon q2

= scos2 (8/2), q'= S sin2 (e/2), A is the cut

off parameter in the modified photon

propagator model 14 ) and C(8) is the radiative
correction term as a function of e.

The radiative correction on the e+e

elastic process was calculated using a

modified program from Berends15 ) which

includes the contribution of the heavy-lepton

(l) loop and the hadronic vacuum polarization.

The inclusion of these two effects changes

the radiative correction from minus a few

percent, as was commonly used previously, to,

for example, + 4.6% at e = 14% and + 1.3% at

8 = 900 for IS = 17 GeV. It is slightly

do
dIT

'4 4 4 2 4
+ q ;q IFT I2 + ~;: IF~12 +~ Re(F~FT*)

q q q s

'4 4
+ ~~IFTI2 {1+C(8)},

s

~E/E = 12% / IE .

Bhabha Scattering

The Bhabha events are identified by

requiring two back-to-back showers which are

collinear to within 200 in ~ and e and with a

measured total shower energy greater than

8 GeV. For each particle, or particles,

emitted within a cone of 200 which were not

separable in the counters, the vector momentum

was computed from pulse-height and counter

position information using the position of

the interaction region (which is known to an

accuracy of ± 2 cm by fitting tracks in the

chambers for e+e- -+ ~+l.l- events). Photons

emitted close to either electron are included

in the fitted electron momentum. In Fig. 5

we show the measurement of the acoplanarity

angle ~8. Because there are few events near

the 200 cut and a very similar acoplanarity

spectrum in ~, we conclude that the background
to elastic scattering events is negligible.
The test beam data mentioned above yield a

resolution on the energy sum of

To eliminate most of the background from hadron
jets, the energy in the K counters was required

to be less than 7% of the total energy.

Because the QED test is most sensitive to

background in the large angle region, all

\

events having e larger than 60° were scanned

. -5-



following cuts:

1680 > e ~ 120
E > 2 GeV- e e -

1350 > 8 > 450
P..L > 1 .5 GeV (first Imlon)- 11 1- 111-

1470
~ 8 > 330 P-4I ~ 0.8 GeV (second muon).

~2- 2

The measured cross sections, also shown in

Fig. 7, agree well with the calculations in

all cases.

The cross section for case (a) is much
larger than that for the process

+ +e + e ~ T + T ~ ~ + ~ + 4v,

and the 2~ events from the two processes are

hard to distinguish. We therefore exclude

case (a) from the sample of TT candidates. In

case (b) the electron from the two-photon

process is strongly peaked in the small angle
, T' 1 doreglon. yplca ly, ~e decreases by two

d(cosS e )

orders of magnitude from cos'e e=0.98 to 0.80.

Furthermore, the observed muons and

electrons tend to be coplanar because of

conservation of transverse momentum. By

This process becomes important at high

energies because the total cross section over

4n steradians grows as In(lS/m )2 In(lS/m )
'th " e ~Wl lncreaslng beam energy in contrast to

reaction (3) whose rate is expected to fall

as 1/s. The observed cross section for the

two-photon process is suppressed by a factor

~ 103 relative to the total cross section by

momentum cuts on the muons and by energy and

angle cuts on the electrons, but the accepted

event rates remain significant. In Fig. 7 we

show the calculated cross section in our

detector when the observed particles are

(a) two ~'s only,

(b) only one ~ and one e and,

(c) two ~'s and one e.

The cross sections for each of these

configurations were computed using a Monte

Carlo integration program by vermaseren17),

which incorporates the exact QED matrix
2elements to order a. The computations were

checked by comparing them to the cross

sections measured for reaction (4) using the

smaller at IS = 13 GeV.

In order to estimate the A parameters a

Monte Carlo program was used to generate
+ -e e pairs which were then traced through the

detector with the inclusion of measured e,

~ resolutions. A X2 fit to all of the 13, 17

and 27 GeV data was then made using this

Monte Carlo-generated angular distribution.

The normalization was treated in two ways:

(1) the total number of Monte Carlo events

in the region 0.9 < cose < 0.98 was set equal

to the total number of measured events in the

same region, (2) the minimum-x 2 for the

entire data sample determined the normaliza

tion. The two methods agree with each other

to within 3% and give essentially the same

result in the cut-off parameter A. The lower

limits of A at 95% confidence level under

various assumptions are shown in the follow

ing table:

Cut-off GeV

2 2
A 1 - q 1 +~--r-:-z 2 A2q -A q -

A 52 55s

AT 60 52

A =A 65 64s T

universality16 )

The ~+~- from reaction (2) is easily

identified by coplanarity, collinearity and

momentum conservation. The acceptance for
+ -

~ ~ production is 0.41, with a systematic

error of 0.03, at all energies.

We obtained the cross section e++e-~T+T

by detecting ~ + hadron (or ~ + electron)

final states from (3) and using the known

branching ratio of T~~+V+V (16%) and T~(e,

lh, or multihadrons)+v's (84%)13). The muon

in reactions (3) and (2) is required to

penetrate > 1 m magnetized ~ron to reach the

outside muon chamber P. This presents the

following kinematic restriction on the muon:
a a45 < e~ < 135 and P~ > 1.5 GeV. For

reaction (3) the total energy of the hadrons

(or electrons) is required to be greater
than 2 GeV.

The major background to reaction (3) is

-6-
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e+ + e- ~ e+ + e + ~+ + ~ (4) •



Cut-off GeV

Comparing our data with this form factor

yields the following table of cut-off para

meters (at 95% confidence level in GeV) :

-16Thus, to a radius <~10 em, all the known

charged leptons are pointlike. particles in

their electromagnetic interactions.

'18 )Hadron Final States

To eliminate the bulk of the beam-gas

background, which is mainly low energy and

one sided, we first require that the total

energy deposited in the calorimeter be

greater than half of the total center of mass

energy, and that the computed total P I / and

total PL each be less than 50% of the

observed energy. One part in a thousand of

the raw events pass the above criteria, and

pictures of each surviving event were scanned

by physicists on a video screen to assure

that the counter tracks are reasonably fitted.

We further demand at least one track in the

drift chambers pointing back to the inter

action region to distinguish hadronic events

from beam-gas events. To discriminate

against events of elE~ctromagnetic origin such

as ee + ee, ee ~ ee y, and so forth, we have

accepted three types of events with different

shower properties which are as follows:

(1) two narrow showers penetrating into

the third and fourth layers of the hadron

calorimeter counters (K). There is a total

of 33 radiation lengt~hs from the interaction

region. To discriminate against e+e- and

yy final states, thte total energy in the

K calorimeter counters is required to be

greater than 7% of the total shower energy

in A + B + C.

(2) Two broad showers penetrating into

the first or second layer of the K calori

meter counters with energy greater than 1%

of the total A, Band C shower energy.

( 3) Three or marie broad showers with

tracks in the drift chambers are also

considered.

The energy spectrum of the events passing

the cut is shown as the non-hatched area of

Fig. 9. The energy spectrum of beam-gas

events, which are defined by having a chamber

track missing the interaction point by at

least 15 cm from the :Lntersection point, is

shown as the hatched area in Fig. 9. A

comparison of these tvl0 spectra (which were

taken simultaneously) shows that the real

hadron events can be readily separated from

beam-gas events by an energy cut. Such an

energy cut also redUCE!S the contamination
+ - +from two-photon processes and e e +T T

(R- == e, ~, T)

R- electron muon tau

A 95 97 53-
A+ 74 71 47

F = 1 +R-

o 0 1requlrlng 30 <6 e <150 for the TT samp e, we

are able to reduce the two-photon contribution

to a negligible level «10- 3 picobarns). The

rate for case (c) is small and can be readily

separated from the T events.

We remark that the ~-hadron events

produced by reaction (1) in our energy region

are almost collinear. This kinematic fact

can be used to readily distinguish reaction

(1) from ~-hadron events produced by the

semi-leptonic decay of particles with c(charm)

or b(beauty) quantum number. In the latter

cases the muon and its accompanied hadrons

are emitted closely together.

The measured muon momentum and hadron

energy for the TT candidates is in agreement

with calculations based on the known decay

. f th lepton 13 ).propertles 0 e T

The acceptance is calculated using a

Monte Carlo method to generate TT production

from reaction (3) including radiative correct

ions. We obtain a detection efficiency of

- 10% for t pairs at various energies.

The resultant e+e-~~+~- and TT cross

section as a function of IS is plotted in

Figs. 8a + 8b together with the QED predict

ion. We see that from q2=s=169 to q2= 999

GeV2 the data agree well with the predictions

of QED for the production of a pair of point

like particles. To parameterize the size

{radius} of the particles we take a form

factor of the following functional dependence:

2q

-7-



(5)

events which yield hadrons in the final

state.

A Monte Carlo program was used to

compute the acceptance for

e+e- + hadrons

as a sequential heavy lepton27 ), as indicated

by the available data28 ) .

The total cross section for e+e-+hadrons,

as expressed in terms of

R = a(e+e-+hadrons)/a(e+e-+~+~-),

and to determine the contribution to our

hadron event sample from the two-photon

process

The Monte Carlo program generates two

jets for reaction (5) according to the

Feynman-Field ansatz 19 ) which include not

only u, d and s quarks but also the

contribution of c(charm) and b(bottom) quarks.

The branching ratios for the decays of the

D and F mesons rely either on available

experimental data or otherwise on isospin

statistical models20). The branching ratios

for the decay modes of B mesons (from bb) and

T mesons, which are yet to be observed, are
based largely on the work of Ali et ai. 21 )22)

in the framework of the Kobayashi-Maskawa

six-quark modeI 23 ). The probability of

producing each quark flavor is taken to be

proportional to the square of the quark

charge q, with qc=2/3 and qb=-1/3.

Acceptances for reaction (5) were

computed using u, d, s, c, and b quarks only,

with the mass of the B mesons taken to be in

the range of 5-6 GeV, expected if the T is a

bb bound state. The production of top quark

pairs was only considered in connection with

the jet analysis of the events (described

later), where the mass of the T meson was
taken to be in the range of 9 to 13 GeV.

Above this threshold the tt production

probability was assumed to be 4/15 of the

total cross section. To improve the accuracy

of the model computations for reaction (5),

we incorporated initital radiative
effects24 ),25), in the computer program.

The generation of events for reaction

(6) was performed in the equivalent-photon

approximation with multipions only in the

final states26 ). Simulated events for

reaction (7) were produced according to the

"standard model", where the L is considered

and

+ e e

+ e e

+ e+e- + hadrons

+ 
+ L L

(6)

(7)

is shown in Table I. Systematic errors due

to model uncertainties for the acceptance of

reaction (5) are 10% and the uncertainties in

evaluating reactions (6) and (7) are limited

by the lack of experimental data on high

energy, high multiplicity states. The

"27 GeV" data are the combination of data

taken at two slightly different energies:

27.4 GeV and 27.7 GeV.

Fig. 10 summarizes the R value as

measured by MARK-J at six different energies.

No clear step of 1.3 units in R is observed

up to 31.6 GeV as would be expected if the

tt threshold had been reached.

Jet Analysis18 ) ,29)

A jet analysis of the hadronic events

was performed using the spatial distribution

of the energy deposited in the detector. For

each counter hit, a vector pi is constructed,

whose direction is given by the position of

the signal in the counter, and magnitude by

the corresponding deposited energy. The

thrust parameter T is defined as:

T = max. [rlp~/I/rlpil ]

where P~I is the parallel component of pi

along a given axis, and the maximum is found

by varying the direction of this axis. The

sums are taken over all counter hits.

The normalized thrust distributions
1 dNN dT for 13, 17, 22, the combination of
27.4 and 27.7 (labeled 27 GeV combined),

30, and 31.6 GeV data are shown in Figs. 11a

+ 11b along with the Monte Carlo predictions.

(The individual distributions at 27.4 and

27.7 GeVare in agreement with each other).

As expected for production of final

states with two jets of particles, the

distributions peak at high T. The data are

consistent with Monte Carlo distributions

which include u, d, s, c, and b quarks. The

31.6 GeV data are also compared with a Monte

Carlo calculation which includes a charge

-8-



~iP is the energy flow detected by a counter

as described before and Llpi l is the total

visible energy, Evis .
(2) To investigate the energy

distribution in the plane perpendicular to
~

the thrust axis, a second direction e 2 is
~

defined perpendicular to e 1 , it is the

direction a~ong which the projected energy

Fig. 11c shows the normalized thrust

distributions at 27 combined, 30 and 31.6

GeV where the measured energy of the selected

events is at least 70% of IS. The curves

show the Monte Carlo predictions with and

without inclusion of gluons. As can be seen,

this data lends support to the necessity of

including gluons in the Monte Carlo.

max.

Minor 'U min.

Major

~

(3) The third axis, e 3 , is orthogonal to

both the thrust and the major axes. Is is

found that the absolute sum of the projected

energy flow along this direction called

"Minor", is very close to the minimum of the

momentum projection .along any axis, i.e.
~

L: I pi. e 3 1

i E.
V1S

flow momentum in that plane is maximized. The

quantity "Major" is defined as:
~

L i IE~i. e 21
E .

V1S

Major - Minor.

2'<P+>gluon
The oblateness is 'U IS for three-jet

final states and is 'U 0 for final states

coming from two jets or phase space

distribution. According to QCD29 ), oblateness

should increase at higher energies and at

lower thrust values. The quantity oblateness

is particularly suited to display the effect

of gluon emission because it is rather

insensitive to the detailed assumptions of

QeD-based models, such as the precise p~

distribution of the hadrons and the
. ft' 29)fragmentatlon unc 10ns .

Fig. 13 shows the measured energy

dependence of the oblateness as compared to

the prediction of the qqg model 29 ) as well as

the qq model. We see 1:hat at low energies,

the data are in agreement with both models,

while at higher energiE~s 27. 4 ~ IS ~ 32 GeV,

the data agree better ~7ith the qqg

calculation, and are quite inconsistent with

If hadrons were produced according to

phase space or qq twc)-jet distribution, the

energy distribution in the plane defined by

the major and minor axes would be isotropic,

and the difference between the major and the

minor (hereafter referred to as "oblateness")

should be small. On the other hand, if

hadrons are produced via three-body inter

mediate states such as qqg, and if each of

the three bodies fragments into a jet of

particles with <p~> : 325 MeV, then by

conservation of momen'tum, the energy

distribution of these events would be oblate.

The quantity oblateness is defined as

max.Thrust

Discovery of Three Jet Events

An analysis of the distribution of

hadronic energy in three dimensions was

carried out in order to see the effects

attributable to QCD, in particular, the

emission of gluons29). The describe the

energy distribution, three orthogonal axes

are defined for each event as follows:

(1) As before, the thrust axis is

defined in the direction, e1 , along which the

projected energy flow is maximized. That is,

L: il pi. e 1 1

E Ipil
i

2/3 t quark produced as described previously.

The data are inconsistent with the production

of such a new quark.

Fig. 12 shows the average thrust <T>

plotted at the six energies. The solid

curves are from Monte Carlo calculations

which include u, d, s, c, and b quarks with

gluon emission. The energy dependences of

the data are smooth, and show none of the

steps which would have appeared at new quark

thresholds.

Thus, within the limits of the model

described earlier, our measurements of R

and T all indicate that the production of a

new charge 2/3 quark is unlikely up to 31.6

GeV C.M. energy. The production of a charge

1/3 quark can not be ruled out by the present

data.

..·9_': - - --



the naive qq predictions. This is expected

in QCD since more and more hard gluons are

emitted as energy increases.

To check the dependence of oblateness on

the PL distribution of the hadrons and the

behaviour of the fragmentation function D(Z) ,
Ph

(where Z = p-)' we have calculated, at IS =
q

30 GeV, the change in the average oblateness,

<0>, by changing the <PL > from the commonly

used value of 325 MeV to <p~> = 425 MeV, or

by changing D(Z)=(1-Z)2 to D(Z)=constant for

the C(charm) 30) and B(bottom) quarks. In both

cases the <0> changes by 0.002±0.002.

Fig. 14 shows the measured oblatene~s

versus thrust for the combined data at IS
27.4, 30, and 31.6 GeV. We see that for

lower values of thrust the oblateness of the

energy distribution increases.

Fig. 15a shows the event distribution as

as function of oblateness for the data at

IS = 17 GeV where the gluon emission effect

is expected to be small. The data indeed

agree with both models, although the

prediction with the gluon is still preferred.

Fig. 15b shows the event distribution

as a function of oblateness for the data at

27.4 ~ IS ~ 31.6 GeV as compared with the

predictions of qqg models. Again, in the

qq model we use both <PL> = 325 MeV and <P~>

= 425 MeV. The data have more oblate events

than the qq model predicts, but agree with

the qqg model very well.

To see the detailed structure of the

jets we further divide the energy distribution

of each event into two hemispheres using a

plane defining the Major and Minor axes. The

forward hemisphere contains the narrow jet
and the other contains the broader jet. The

major, the minor and the oblateness are

calculated separately for each hemisphere.

A sample of the events with low thrust and

high oblateness, where the gluon emission

effect is expected to be relatively large,

is selected for detailed examination. The

sum of the angular energy distribution of all

events at IS = 27.4, 30, and 31.6 GeV with

the thrust < 0.8 and the oblateness of the

broad jet> 0.1 is shown in Fig. 16. We

see in Fig. 16a that the accumulated energy

distribution in the plane defined by the

thrust and the major shows three distinct
31 )jets which up to now have not been observed •

The longest jet is pointing along the thrust

axis and the opposite hemisphere actually

contains two smaller jets with a large angle

between them. We have oriented the two small

jets according to their sizes33 ). The

calculated energy distribution using the qqg

model is shown in Fig. 16 and is compatible

with the data; the X2 is 67 for 70 degrees of

freedom. In Fig. 16b we show the accumulated

energy distribution in the thrust-minor plane.

The flat distribution is again consistent

with the qqg predictions.

In summary we have shown that the energy

flow of hadronic events from e+e- interactions

can be described in terms of QCD. The effects

are particularly striking when the data is

expressed in terms of the quantity

"oblateness". The average oblateness as a

function of thrust and IS , and the

differential oblateness distributions all

favor the descriptions including gluon

emission. The effect clearly increases with

increasing energy. Furthermore, the energy

distribution of the events with thrust < 0.8

and oblateness > 0.1 shows three distinct

jet structures which is in agreement with

the prediction of the qqg models.
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an additional 15% systematic error

on each measured point.
1 dNFig.11a The thrust distribution N dT at

a) IS 1 3 GE~V, b) IS = 1 7 GeV, and

c) IS 22 GE~V. The curve is the

Monte Carlo prediction based on

u, d, s, c, and b quarks. In this

events.

Fig.10 R values measured by MARK-J. The

errors are statistical only. There is

conditions:

Point X: <Pi.> 325 MeV

D(Z) (1-Z) 2

Point Y: <PJ..> 425 MeV

D(Z) Constant for Band

plot the visible energy is at least

50% of IS.
Fig. 11 b The thrust di.str ibution ~ ~~ at

IS = 27 GeV combined, IS = 30 GeV,

and IS = 31.6 GeV. The solid curve

is the Monte Carlo prediction based

on u, d, s, c, and b quarks. The

dotted curve in the 31.6 data has

the t quark contribution. In this

plot the visible energy is at least

50% of IS.
h d a abta 1dN tThe t rust ~str~ u ~on N dT a

IS = 27, 30, 31.6 GeV showing the

comparison of the data with the Monte

Carlo with and without gluons. In

this plot the visible energy is at

least 70% of is.

Fig.11c

C quarks.

Fig.14 The average oblateness at 27.4-31.6

GeV as a function of thrust compared

with the predictions of qq and qqg

model.
1 dN as a function ofFig.15a The distribution N dO

oblateness at is 17 GeV.
1 dN

Fig.15b The distribution N dO as a function of

oblateness at /s = 27.4-31.6 GeV.

Fig.12 The average thrust as a function of

IS, the c. M. E~nergy. The curve is

the Monte Carlo prediction based on

u, d, s, c, and b quarks with gluon

emission.

Fig.13 The average oblateness, <0>, as a

function of lSi compared with the

predictions of qij (dashed curve) and

qijg model (solid curve.). Also shown

at IS = 30 GeV in the qq model

calculation under two different

a(e+e- ~ hadrons) /

a(e+e- ~ ll+lJ-)

Values of R

End view of the MARK-J detector.

Side view of the MARK-J detector.

A photograph of the detector taken

shortly after its installation in the

final position.

A photograph of the detector after a

rotation around the beam axis.

The measured acoplanarity angle ~e

for Bhabha events at IS = 17 GeV.

The e+e-~e+e- data for IS = 13 GeV,

17 GeV, and 27.4 GeV compared with

the prediction from QED.

The observed cross section of e+e- ~

e+e-~+~- in our detector as a

functions of IS when the observed

particles are:

(a) two lJ'S

(b) one ~ and one e

(c) two ]J's and one e.

The solid lines are Monte Carlo

calculations of the yield from two

photon diagrams and the points are

our measurements.

Fig.Sa The measured and predicted total cross

section of e+ + e ~ ~+ + ~-

Fig.8b The measured e+ + e ~ T+ + T- cross

section as a function of IS. The

curve is the same as in Fig, Sa.

Fig. 9 Nonhatched area: energy spectra of the

hadron events passing the criteria as

defined in the text. Hatched area:

energy spectrum of the beam-gas

Fig. 7

Fig. 6

Fig. 5

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Figure Captions

Fig. 4

Table I

Table Captions
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In both figures 15a and 15b the solid

curves are the predictions based on

the qqg model and the dashed curve

based on the standard qq model with

<PL > = 325 MeV. The dash dotted

curve in Fig. 15b is the qq model

prediction with <PL > = 425 MeV.

Fig.16a A polar plot of the energy

distribution in the plane defined by

the thrust and the major axes for

all the events with thrust < 0.8 and

oblateness > 0.1 at IS = 27.4, 30,

and 31.6 GeV. The energy value is

proportional to the radial distance.

The superimposed dashed line is the

distribution calculated using qqg

model.

Fig.16b The measured and calculated energy

distribution in the plane defined

by the thrust and the minor axes.

I U ! ., .

Fig.

(]) ......
-- ._-~::-

(1)_

~ ;...
-. :UI
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MARK J R-values

EeM j'Ldt EVENTS R SYSTEM
(nb-') .. STAT. ERROR-ERROR

13 53 98 4.6 ±0.5 0.7

17 60 68 4.9 ±0.6 0.7

22 50 42 4.7 ±0.7 0.7

27 508 216 3.8 ±0.3 0.6
combinE'd

Fig. 230 604 254 4.2 ±0.3 0.6

31.6 243 88 4.0! 0.5 0.6

CORRECTIONS

ACCEPTANCE : 80% typical

e+e-- L+ L- : llR = -0.3

e+e-- e+ e- + hddrons(2Y) llR ;:; - 0.1

Radiative Corrections -8 to - 10%

TABLE 1
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